
Black holes scaDer stars off box orbits: erode triaxiality.

Simula1on 👉: Grow 1% mass black hole in nucleus of 
triaxial galaxy model (a=1, b=0.85, c=0.75). Box orbits 
become chao8c and isotropic. Inner regions get rounder. 
Important for nucleus, less so for bulk of galaxy.

Binary black holes: “scour nucleus”, reduce central density.

Stars interact with binary black hole, gain energy, get 
ejected from nucleus. Black hole binary loses energy, 
binary gets closer (“hardens”) eventually merges.

Ques8on: Why would there be a binary black hole?

Simula1on👉: Mul8ple BH binary events.

The effect of black holes

Holley-Bockelmann +02

Merritt 06

MBH=0.5% MBH=0.25% MBH=0.1%

Black holes accrete ma_er and drive ac8ve galac8c nuclei (AGN). They also inject energy into the interstellar 
medium via photoioniza8on and shocks. But what do they do to the distribu8on of stars?
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https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2002ApJ...567..817H/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2006ApJ...648..976M/abstract


Nuclei of elliptical galaxies: cusp/core profiles

HST studies of the nuclear surface brightness profiles  of ellip8cals show 
evidence for “cusp/core” dichotomy.

At small radius, the profile oren shows a break from the outer profile. Inside 
this break radius (rb) characterize the logarithmic slope of the density profile as 
γ = R STU V

R STU 6
. Cusp: steep profile (γ > 0.3), Core: shallow profile (γ < 0.3).

Lauer+ 07
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Faber+ 97

Luminous ellip8cals are typically core galaxies; 
cuspy galaxies are lower luminosity systems.

Significant overlap at intermediate luminosity.
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https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2007ApJ...664..226L/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1997AJ....114.1771F/abstract


Nuclei of elliptical galaxies: cusp/core profiles

Cusp/core also correlates with other proper8es such as

• Slow vs Fast Galaxy Rota1on ⇒

◼ Slow rotators: big core radii, flat core profiles
○  Fast rotators: small or no core radii, cuspy profiles

• Boxy vs Disky Galaxy Isophotes ⇒

◼ Boxy galaxies: big core radii, flat core profiles
⏀ Disky galaxies: small or no core radii, cuspy profiles

Faber+ 97
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Most Massive Ellipticals Moderate Mass Ellipticals

Very luminous (MV < −21.5) Lower luminosity (MV > −21.5)

Cores Cusps

Boxy Disky

Slow Rotators Fast(er) Rotators

High Sersic indices (n>4): large extended 
envelopes.

Lower Sersic indices (4-ish): very 
deVaucouleur-like.

Very old stellar pops Slightly younger (but still old) stellar pops

Often in densest environments Range of environments

Remember, these are all biggish ellipticals, not dwarf ellipticals, dwarf spheroidals etc.

Ellip1cal galaxy dichotomy?



Merger Trees

Way of showing accre8on/assembly history of 
a galaxy:

• 8me runs ver8cally down
• size of trunk/branches show mass of object.
• branch/merge points: merger event.

A massive galaxy today (t=t0) was in many 
smaller units at higher redshir.

Q: How does one define “forma0on 0me”?



Merger tree for a massive cluster elliptical (cD)

de Lucia & Blazoit 07
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Key:
Size of circle  ⇒  stellar mass of objects
Color of circle ⇒ integrated color of stellar popula8ons

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2007MNRAS.375....2D/abstract


Star Formation History vs Assembly History
de Lucia & Blazoit 07

stars formed 
here

lots of “dry mergers”: here

tform?

Look at the galaxy today. Two ways to 
think about the stellar mass:

1) star forma8on history: when did the 
stars actually form?

2) assembly history: what frac8on of the 
stars were in a single object, as a func8on 
of 8me?

when stars
formed

when mass assembled

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2007MNRAS.375....2D/abstract


Characterizing Mergers

Wet vs dry:
• Wet merger: gas-rich galaxies, gas inflow, strong star 

forma8on, AGN
• Dry merger: gas-poor galaxies, only stars.
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Characterizing Mergers

Wet vs dry:
• Wet merger: gas-rich galaxies, gas inflow, strong star 

forma8on, AGN
• Dry merger: gas-poor galaxies, only stars.

Mass ra1o:
• Major merger: galaxies have comparable mass
• Minor merger: one galaxy is much smaller

Timing of mergers:
• Early (high redshir)
• Late (low redshir)

Number of mergers
• One big one?
• Many smaller ones?

None of these are either/or possibili0es, of course.....
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High Sersic indices (n>4): large extended 
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Remember, these are all biggish ellipticals, not dwarf ellipticals, dwarf spheroidals etc.
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General picture: the most massive mergers likely formed through many dry mergers over time, typically in 
dense clusters. Lower mass systems more likely to come from wet mergers (in groups and field?), maybe 
marked by only one or a few big mergers.


